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UNIVERSAL LIFTING MOUNT 
AQUABIKE LIFT
effortlessly get your water bikes out of the water 2 Y
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Safety system with 
silicone brake

3 pulleys system to limit 
the effort

Lockable Wheels when 
handling for maximum safety



AQUABIKE-LIFT
Compatible with all aquafitness equipment (treadmill, 

cross-trainer, water bike, trampoline, etc.), the Aquabike 

Lift combines mobility, stability, safety and ease-of-use. 

Its square handle makes lifting and handling easier, and 

its safety system allows a coach to move equipment on 

their own. 

It adapts to the most complex pool designs. 

The Aquabike Lift can be positioned wherever you want, 

without taking up space at the edge of the pool 

Max. Height = 2m27
Max. Width = 2m30

Base = 53 x 72 cm

FEATURES
1

  MOBILE : 4 wheels (including 2 swivelling)

2 
  WITHOUTH FIXATION : No modification to your swimming pool 

required

3
  BRAKE: Wheel blocking system.

4
  SAFETY STOP: silicone foot to prevent tipping.

5
  STABILITY: 2 stabiliser feet

6   SECURITY: Move the Aquabike Lift in total safety thanks to the 

«Locking System» that locks the mast when it is being moved.

7
  ALONE : Can be used by one person thanks to locking-system.

8   EFFORTLESSLY : The Aquabike Lift is designed with the geared 

pulleys to simplify the leverage effect. This enables you to lift your 

equipment simply and effortlessly

9  
  HANDLE: square handle for easy handling.

10
  SYSTEM EASY-FIX : The end of the mast is fitted with a dual point 

attachment system with hooks. This increases the stability of the 

loaded mast and guarantees correct attachment of your Aquafitness 

equipment.
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Quality Acier + peinture epoxy marine

Use 1 person (2 persons recommended)

Dimensions on the ground 53 x 72 cm

Dimensions overall 53 x 230 x H 227 cm

Max. Height 227 cm

Weight 110 kg

Max. Height 70 W

Quality certificate     CE + TUV Complies with European Standard 
EN13197/IN - 1/10/2009

Warranty: 2 years (excluding wearing parts)

Ref. WX-AQUALIFT

* not approved for lifting people.
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For more informations
about our products and services

www.waterflex.fr


